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Abstract- This proposed research paper on multi cloud security is convergent on safe and secure authentication. Processing 
task and authorization is a relatively occupy not more accessing area, although very important for cloud security. Access 
controls are security features that control how users and cloud  communicate and interact with other multi cloud and with 
other resources. Design and producing of new task for process control and authorization, specific to multi cloud environment 
and its security requirements forms the core of this research work. This proposed replicas for representing various processing 
control ingredient of cloud authorization from third party and execute  algorithms to view the association between these 
ingredient. We proposed an   multi-level authentication framework. This framework includes onetime password, team level 
and user level password generation authorization architectures. Multicloud dimensional security password generation 
algorithms doing  tasking of this architecture. Where its implemented the multicloud authorization replica for team level and 
end user is a fine-grained level of restrictions and permissions enforcementof access control.  Execute the replicas using 
programming techniques and inference working process. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Multiple Cloud computing is an global-based replica 
for enabling convenient, when its requested  it 
provides valid data without any dissertation .where it 
gives various easy task over global-based such as 
application,intergrated chips, data storage and 
infrastructure. Multi Cloud computing providers 
deliver the valid application through global network, 
which are accessed from any browsers, desktop and 
any device application. Multi Cloud Computing 
Technologies are grouped into various sections: SaaS 
(Software as a Service) is an on-required  application 
service. It delivers application as a service across the 
global network. It abolish the need of confriguration  
and installing the application on the customer's own 
computers.  PaaS(Platform as a Service) is an on-
demand platform service to host customer 
application. 
PaaS is carriage of computing platforms and/or 
solution stack as a value, often consuming cloud 
infrastructure and support. cloud applications. It 
facilitates deployment of applications with no cost 
and managing the soft and peripheral   layers. It 
improves the extensibility in having more than one 
platforms in business environment. DSaaS (Data 
Storage as Services) is an on- demand storage 
service. Multi Cloud computing provides global- 
based on requirement  restore in  storage services to a 
client. In this service, client can keep their 
information backup remotely over global servers. 
These backup data maintenance is taken care by 
DsaaS service Provider. Cloud DsaaS service 
providers are responsible for keeping the user data 
with more security. Here user need not worry on 
setting up the more no of discs array to keep their 
large amount of information. IaaS (Infrastructure as a 
Service) is an on- demand infrastructure service. It 

provides outcomes the computer infrastructure – 
typically a platform visualization environment – as a 
service, along with raw storage and networking. 
Rather than deploying the  servers, application, data-
center memory or network equipment, customer can 
get those resources as a fully outsourced service from 
proper resources.   
 
II. CLOUD SECURITY THREATS AND 
MITIGATION 
 
Multi cloud computing exacerbate security threats to 
your application? Which emerging threats are 
relevant? Which traditional threats are amplified or 
muted? replies to these queries their are dependent on 
the combination of multi cloud service deployment 
and operational remote replicas in work. The 
following table illustrates the dependencies which 
should be taken into consideration when architectonic 
security controls into applications for cloud 
deployments:  
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In improve to the a fore mentioned threats to 
information confidentiality and integrity, threats to 
service accessibility need to be factored into the 
pattern. The basic creed of security architecture are 
the pattern relation that protect confidentiality, 
integrity and availability (CIA) of information and 
services. 
Multi Cloud service providers request user  to store 
their record information in the cloud, Multi cloud 
service providers have the approach to these 
information. This immediate a privacy issue to the 
user  privacy information. Many Security availability 
have specified the privacy of the important 
information, even so, it is difficult for user to make 
sure the proper rules are enforced. There is a demand 
of transparency in the multi cloud that allows the 
users to supervisor their own privacy information. 
When user decide to use multiple cloud service, the 
customer will have to store his/her secret password in 
multiple cloud, the more cloud service the customer 
is subscript to, the more replica of the 
user’s information will be in remote replica so access 
very easy with safe and secure. This is a security 
issue for the customers and the cloud service 
providers. 
 
The multiple reproductive of business relationship 
will lead to multiple authentication processes. For 
each and every cloud service, the user needs to swap 
his/her authentication information. This redundant 
action may lead to an deed of the authentication 
mechanism. 
Cloud service providers use various  authentication 
technologies for authenticating users, this may have 
less impact on Software as service than Platform as 
service and Information as service, but it is actual a 
challenge to the users. 
 
Multi-level password generation: 
This can be used for a wide range of systems 
including websites, servers, virtual private network 
and many other inter and intra networking solutions. 
According to the RFC the best possible attack is the 
brute force attack. As outcome this is a suitable 

resolution for most system to secure our information 
from hackers. 
I st  level secrete code generation:A one-time pad is a 
secrete code used only once. Schemes based on a one 
time pad have been delineate but are rarely deployed 
due to the need to supply a new secrete access code 
(or 'pad') for each authentication. 
 
System which use a grid-card are not one-time pads, 
and are similar to requesting a selection of characters 
from a password known by the user who works on it. 
As such, they only protect against re-play attacks (as 
the same choice of characters can't be sent) and not 
against duplication of the entire grid (or the building 
up of a duplicate answer grid over time). 
II nd  level secrete code generation: This level is a 
team level secrete code  generation to authenticate the 
team for particular service. Example team needs to 
enter the team name, team id, team thumb image and 
sign. First all images get added and convert into 
number data. This data gets concatenate with textual 
inputs. The resultant output will be a TA 
(multidimensional team authentication) password.  
Third level password generation: This level is a user 
level password generation. It authenticates the user 
privileges. User need to enter user name, age, phone 
number, id and DOB to generate his/her password. 
Algorithm will process these inputs and generate the 
PA(multidimensional privilege authentication) 
password. Organization password alone is not 
sufficient to access any cloud service. Organization 
password helps to move authentication into Intranet. 
Team password helps to move intra team and 
privilege password helps to access the cloud service 
for particular user. 

 
Fig:Multidimensional Password Generation 

 
Algorithm:  
One time pads: 
Step1: The solution is based on RFC 4226 (HOTP: 
An HMAC-Based One-Time Password Algorithm) 
and uses time as the moving factor. 
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Step2: The HOTP algorithm is defined as: 
HOTP(K,C) = Truncate(HMAC-SHA-1(K,C)) 
here K is a secret key and C is the moving factor. 
 
Step3: After calculating the HMAC value it 
tstrancated to a shorter human friendly key. 
So we need two parameters here key (K) and time 
based moving factor (T=C). The key can be created 
using a good random number generator. This key 
must be stored securely. It should be decrypted only 
when required and decrypted value should be 
removed     immediately after it is no longer required 
for computation. Also access to the key must be 
granted on need basis to the applications required to 
validate or generate one time passwords.The RFC 
recommends the default time step size to be 20 
seconds. So we can generate one password every 20 
seconds. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this research paper Task scheduling is one of the 
hypercritical event in cloud computing because the 
customer have to pay for services based on utilization 
time. The proposed methodology represent the 
concept of clustering the job based on job length. 
During the time of scheduling the traditional methods 
such as First Come First Server, Shortest Job First, 
Combinational Backfill and Improved backfill using 
balance spiral method are creates fragmentation. The 
proposed method overcome this problem and reduces 
the starvation with in the process. The proposed MQS 
method gives more importance to select job 
dynamically in order to achieve the optimum cloud 
scheduling problem and hence it utilize the unused 
free space in an economic way. so an   multi-level 
authentication framework. This framework includes 
one time password, team level and user level 
password generation authorization architectures.Multi 
dimensional password generation algorithms govern 
the working of this architecture. We implemented the 
cloud authorization replica for team level and user 

level enforcementof access control. We implemented 
the replicas using programming techniques and 
inference mechanisms 
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